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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
We recently held the first film showing of plays from the National Theatre. It was unfortunately not
without its drama. The film should be delivered via the internet to the computer we will use to show
it. However an update to our computer’s operating system made it impossible to get the film. The
suppliers had to post a PC to us with the film already loaded. The trouble was worth it though as the
result was very well received.
Each of our plays requires a lot of work to put on and each one has different challenges. The first play
this season needed a lot of books and some Spanish holiday posters. The second play needed an audience visible on stage and we used a photo taken of one of the audiences from the previous play.
This then had to blown up to 8 foot square. The third play needed to separate the two acting areas so
we built a large raised area, not a quick job. We then had to find furniture, which was kindly supplied
by members of the stage crew.
After this play Sale and Altrincham Musical Theatre will be performing Black Adder II from 3 rd to 7th
April, tickets available from their box office at email samtheatre@hotmail.co.uk or telephone 07504
771 051 or 0161 865 0293.

PLAY No 4

THE DINNER PARTY by NEIL SIMON
The action of this play revolves around a French dinner party that is hilariously
chaotic. Six people are invited to dine at a first rate restaurant in Paris. They do not
know who the other guests will be or why they have been invited. Tossed together
in a private dining room, they have a sneaking suspicion that this unorthodox dinner party will forever change their lives.

This comedy by the master of comedy writing, Neil Simon, is directed by John
Chidgey, who last directed Witness for the Prosecution for us. John has an excellent cast for this production, most of whom you have seen before on our stage. The
three men attending the dinner party are Arthur Hulse and John Westbrook, who
both appeared in Witness for the Prosecution and Steve Cunio who was in our last
play, Gates of Gold. The three women are played by Kathryn Fennell, from The
Actress and Gates of Gold, and Chris Perry, who was in Haywire at the start of the
season. We are delighted to welcome Emily Duffy as the third woman attending
the dinner party and trust it won’t be long before we welcome her again to our stage.
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What the Adjudicators said about our last play
Whilst we know that our last play, Gates of Gold, was not to the liking of all our audience, many people
praised the production , the acting and the set and lighting, saying it was well-worth
watching- “you took on a bold and worthy challenge and it was every bit worthwhile ”. This
was unanimously declared a winner by all our reviewers; “Whatever the standards of the
show that I am about to see (and I do genuinely expect it to be good) I think that the very
decision to take on the challenge in the first place makes you winners”. There was unanimous praise for the acting from all five of the actors –”here was a skilled cast who were well
guided by a director with a clear vision and a firm hand” and also for the set —”this was a
wonderful looking set, spacious, offering two clear acting areas and being wonderfully
decorated to offer the impression of a home of some taste, artistry and a certain amount
of opulence” and lighting—, “I loved the warm glow of the bedroom interior coming from
the bedside lamp which brightened appropriately for daytime scenes too, which was a pleasing attention to
detail. I also liked the exterior light that could be seen through the windows, and the fact that it changed to
suggest the passing of the day and night.”

THE AUDIENCE at Altrincham Little Theatre
No, not you this time but our first foray into film. Our decision to show the video of the National Theatre
production of The Audience starring Helen Mirren playing Her Majesty the Queen and a variety of actors
playing twelve of her Prime Ministers proved to be a great success. We have the auditorium and the
equipment and it seemed an interesting experiment to show a film of a play production at the highest
possible level, without you having to travel to London to see it. We shall be repeating the experiment
again this year: in fact we are scouring the catalogue as I type to find another film worthy of our auditorium and you our audience. Watch out for future announcements.

VISITING COMPANY—SAMT bring us BLACKADDER II
Yet again we welcome our friends from Sale and Altrincham Musical Theatre who this time bring us their
production of Blackadder II. If you remember the show from its TV days you will know what to expect!
The show runs from April 3rd to 7th and booking details can be found in our Chairman’s Comments overleaf. Please don’t ring us to book tickets—you can only get them from SAMT.
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